
A
GUIDE

to setting up a
Continuity of Operations Plan

using the OPEN Template

This guide has been organized by SF CARD based on the OPEN Guidelines created by FEMA,
in order to support community and faith based organizations in formulating and implementing a
Continuity of Operations plan.
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FORWARD

Welcome to the specialized world of disaster planning.

There is nothing particularly unique about disaster planning as far as project planning goes.
What works best will be tapping into the pace of project coordination that your organization
already finds useful. Do you use “sprints?” Do you coordinate work via monthly meetings?
Connecting with existing flow and tapping into existing work will generate increased buy in and
momentum for the project.

This Guide is based on FEMA’s program called OPEN (Organizations Preparing for
Emergency Needs). OPEN provides a great way to discover, organize, and practice for the
disasters that may affect your organization and community.

There are three sections in this guide: Gathering Data, Setting Up Systems, and Creating
Momentum. Each section breaks down the project planning process and introduces you to the
topics necessary to consider when preparing for, responding to, and recovering from disaster. At
the end of each section is a piece called Putting it All Together which offers suggestions and
best practices for how to collect data, organize meetings, create documents and schedules.

The heart of this document is in the Appendices. Each Appendix is cross-referred throughout
the entire document and contains the tools and templates necessary to transition from thinking
to doing. Appendix G - Resources is a brief but wide ranging variety of resource guides, like
this one, collected from all over the country and through a variety of lenses. Hopefully, what you
will discover is that it’s all the same basic materia and it’s all available in the public domain (aka
the internet) - it’s just finding the format and structure that works for your organization. Also
included is Appendix F - Definitions, which are highlighted in blue throughout the document.

In closing, here are my two best tips to get you through.
● Tip Number One: “The things you use every day are the things you need.”
● Tip Number Two: “You are more resilient than you think you are.”

When you feel overwhelmed, when you run into obstacles, when you can’t get buy-in to practice all
the hard work you will have compiled while using this guide, I hope this will help you keep going.
And my contact information is on the bottom of every page, if you have questions and don’t know
where to start, you can start with me.

Heather  Lee
SF CARD, Program Manager
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GATHERING DATA

While it’s tempting to start pulling all the data you can find first, and plan to sort it out later, more
is not always better. Start by contextualizing your values and let those answers drive what
information you need and what the goals of this document are.

Who are you responsible for? Who are you beholden to?
Who are your clients? Across all programs or ministries?
Who are your staff? Who are your volunteers?
Parishioners?
Funders? Government Grants? Foundations? Donors?
How does the general community depend on your
organization?
Do you have tenants in your building?
Do you belong to a larger organization, such as a national
affiliation? Denomination?

What services do you provide? Start large? Include not just
outward facing services but services for staff as well.
Do you have a payroll?
Do you host/convene groups or organizations?
If you have tenants, what services are they required or intend
to provide in a disaster?
Do grants or contracts your organization receives require you
to operate during a disaster? Is this implicit or explicit?

What risks could affect your organization?
Natural disasters? Earthquake, flood, building fire or wildfire,
tsunami? Heat, poor air quality, power outage?
Active Shooter, violent intruder, police action?
Data breach, cyber ransom?
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Pulling it all Together

Form a Continuity of Operations Committee. In a perfect world, this would be a committee
that crosses stakeholder groups. This committee need not have the authority to direct actions or
allocate funding. But they should be able to present information to those who do.

Assign Continuity of Operations Task. At minimum, a continuity of operations plan that
reaches fruition and becomes a living part of the organization will have an assigned supervisor
and project manager. This is the model outlined in Appendix A - Timeline.

Gather Information from a broad pool of stakeholders. Getting the input from these three
areas, Identify the People you Serve, Determine Essential Activities and Understand Risk will
create the motivation and buy-in to incorporate disaster planning and risk management into your
organizational culture. Appendix B - Survey Suggestions offers more detail on how to do this.

Publish the Results. The results compiled from this research into the organization’s values
could be a Disaster Mission Statement. The Disaster Mission Statement is a succinct
statement of your organization's highest priority during a disaster. Disaster Mission Statements
have the potential to become very complicated. However, when done well, they create a beacon
for making difficult decisions about what services to continue and which people need to be
served during a response. A strong Disaster Mission Statement with strong buy-in from
stakeholders will make the next steps, which involve policy changes, financial commitments,
and staff training, easier to implement. See Appendix I - Disaster Mission Statement for more
guidance.
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SETTING UP SYSTEMS

The next set of objectives are the heart of the Continuity of Operations Plan. These questions
will require specialized information that the project coordinator or committee will need to gather
from different areas of the organization. The answers to these four basic questions will
answer the question “what do we do?” during a disaster. Repeat for each risk identified as
requiring an Emergency Operations Plan and for each department or area of operation in your
organization. How to compile all of this information is explained further in Appendix C -
Continuity of Operations Plans. Updating and testing these areas are the basis of the
following Creating Momentum section.

Do you have a phone tree?
How will you communicate if phones are down?
Do you have a social media plan?
Have you pre-planned templates for how and what information to
share with staff or clients in the event of a wide variety of
emergencies?
If your facility is closed, do you have a relationship with another
organization to provide space for services? How do you
implement that, how do you notify staff and clients?
Signage, phone trees, email, social media posts

How will you handle loss of power, such as a PSPS event
(Public Safety Power Shutoff initiated by PGE)?
What material items do you offer clients that might be impacted
by a disaster (wildfires, earthquakes, pandemics)?
How will you access the materials you need to support clients
and operate during a disaster?
Have you worked with staff on alternate routes and means of
transportation in case of long term outages of transit or roads?

Is it possible to update your insurance policy to cover events
not listed?
Is your organization able to use more cloud based services in
case of loss of facilities?
Does your organization have a reserve in operating funds, or
funds dedicated to disaster response?
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How do you protect HIPAA information?
Staff information?
Client data?
Do your staff understand phishing and password security
protocols?

Putting It all Together

Develop a Timeline. Gathering the information for a robust Continuity of Operations Plan takes
time. Depending on the size and complexity of your organization, gathering all of the above
information could take a month or a year. Appendix A - Steps in the Process is a sample
structure that most organizations will find covers the basics.

Determine what Already Exists. Often the information is available in internal documents, there
is just no centralized way of locating the information during a disaster response, or if the
particular staff person in charge of that information is unavailable. Remember that line personnel
sometimes know more about the specific details of getting things done than is listed in policy.
Don’t forget to include them in the gathering of information.

Organize the Information. Organizing this information can be done in a myriad of ways and
Appendix C - Continuity of Operations Plan offers a template and suggestions. Remember
that a Continuity of Operations Plan is best understood as a planning process, not an end
document. The most common and least useful is a red three ring binder behind the Executive’s
desk. Other options include Spreadsheets or Webpages, preferably accessed behind a login.
Information should be disseminated to the parts of the organization that are mostly likely to use
it. Confidential information must be protected. Do not post private phone numbers or
staff addresses on a public webpage.
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CREATING MOMENTUM

Having determined what risks your organization faces, what services need to be provided to
which people, and what systems can be modified or built to accomplish this in response to a
myriad of disasters or other adverse events in your organization, it’s time to incorporate the
lessons learned into the life of the organization. Unless practicing the disaster plan is built
into the life of your organization, it will not be useful during a disaster.

We respond at our lowest level of training. What this means, practically, is that an awful lot of
people know how to evacuate an elementary school but not their homes, offices, or movie
theaters.

There are two kinds of plans that are sometimes confused.
Emergency Operation Plan/Agency Emergency
Plan/Disaster Action Plan: A disaster action plan is how to
manage a specific risk. For example, a disaster action plan
for building fire will include information about how to
evacuate the building, where to meet, how to determine if
someone is missing, how to interact with first responders,
how to turn off utilities, and how to secure the building during
repairs. This information might also overlap an earthquake,
but going through the exercise of what are the next steps for
each potential disaster will create a more robust base for a
continuity of operations plan. One way to think about a
disaster action plan is as a response tool.

Continuity of Operations Plan: A continuity of operations
plan is an overarching planning tool for any organization to
operate between the start of an incident (emergency) and a
return to normal operations. This plan covers all potential
risks/disasters in all areas of the organization’s operations.
One way to think about a continuity plan is as a recovery
tool.

Plans need to be written down
somewhere. Ideally, they are
written out in multiple ways, for
multiple recipients based on what
they need to know. (An
evacuation map next to an
elevator does not need the
insurance company's phone
number on it.)
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How can you cross train those staff
to work in other areas during a
disaster? (If the Sunday School is
not meeting during a disaster
response, how can those teachers
be trained to work in food
distribution (such as getting a food
handlers license) in advance of a
disaster?)

In creating a Disaster Mission Statement, you likely
discovered areas of programming that will be suspended
during a disaster. Staff whose core task is suspended can
be redirected to other tasks during a disaster response.

Consider creating and teaching a version of the Incident
Command System (ICS); ICS is a proven way of creating
structure in unstructured times. Identifying individuals,
outside of their daily duties, to fill Incident roles, and training
them, is one of the best ways to cross train individuals.

Good places to find more information and training
opportunities for Incident Command Systems include your
local VOAD/COAD, UASI Training Programs, FEMA online
training programs and local or regional nonprofit
organizations that do disaster preparedness training.

The best way to incorporate Disaster Preparedness into your
organization is to work within the effective systems already in
place, such as existing  meetings - weekly, monthly, “stand
up,” etcetera. Appendix C - Continuity of Operations Plan
offers some suggestions on how to incorporate ongoing
Disaster Preparedness into the life of the organization.

Tabletop Exercises (TTX) are important opportunities to
practice and test Disaster Plans, Continuity of Operations
Plans, and Training. Appendix D - Tabletop Exercises has
more detailed instructions on how to do this.

When running Tabletop
Exercises, excuse the “disaster
nerd” or person who is most
familiar with the information. This
practice gives people permission
to step up to challenges in real
life situations.
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Putting It all Together

Building habits is hard. With buy-in and perseverance, the habit of Continuity of Operations
Planning can be built before a disaster happens.

When it doesn’t, a possible place to start is at the end with an After Action Review following a
disaster. More information on how to do this can be found in Appendix E - After Action
Review.

● An After Action Review gathers those who responded to a disaster to discuss 4 key
ideas: What should have happened? What actually happened? What went well and
why? What could be improved and how?

● These four questions can create buy-in and build momentum for instituting a Continuity
of Operations Plan for your organization that will help it survive the next disaster.

Find the Right Language for Creating a Repeating Structure. Organizations need to
incorporate disaster planning in a way that makes sense. This means not only using the
meeting structures that make sense, but includes using the language that makes sense. Some
possible existing structures are:

● Continuous Process Improvement - This is often used in for profit businesses, or
Continuous Quality Improvement in the medical field.

● Liturgical Calendar - Faith communities can coordinate disaster planning into their
cyclical religious observations.

● School Calendar - Educational organizations can align with the instructional calendar.

An example of the Continuity of Operations repeating cycle is found in the acronym POETE.
These could each be assigned a 2 month period, for example.

● Plans - Update Plans
● Operations - Review Operations (Essential Services)
● Equipment - Test and Replace Equipment (like water storage and generators)
● Training - Renew training and incorporate new staff.
● Exercise - Do a practice tabletop or evacuation drill.
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DETERMINATION

Timeline: Start
Are We Going to Do This? Until this question is answered in the affirmative, this is just a
template.

Project Start Date:_______________

Why Are We Doing This? This is the elevator pitch of your organization's continuity of
operations planning process. Just like any other project, having a very brief rationale keeps your
organization focused on the project. This differs from a Disaster Mission Statement, which is
what your organization is doing. This is WHY.

Sample: Our organization is going to start something called continuity of operations planning.
This is an ongoing process that determines what we can and will do when disasters strike our
organization, how we will prepare for it, and how we will recover. We are doing this because the
last disaster showed us areas where we are not prepared and could do better for all our
stakeholders.

Elevator Pitch:
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Timeline: Getting Up and Running
Who Will Oversee the Whole Project? Who is My Supervisor? Continuity of Operations is a
project management tool. The scope of work reaches not only throughout the organization but
into the community as well. Having someone with the authority to affirm the commitment to all
stakeholders is paramount to success.

Continuity of Operations Supervisor:_________________________________________

Who Will Manage the Data Collection? Who is the Main Contact? Collecting data,
organizing it, safeguarding confidential information, creating training schedules for staff,
exercise schedules for the organization both internally and externally, and continually updating
the source documentation is a heavy lift. Formalizing this role will make the tasks easier and
lend authority to the person tasked with gathering all of this information.

Continuity of Operations Planner:____________________________________________

Timeline: Kickoff
Hosting a Kickoff Meeting, or Two Perhaps the easiest way to introduce the upcoming and
ongoing work of continuity planning is a kickoff meeting. This is best done at an “all hands”
meeting. Don’t forget to include or hold an advance meeting with the board of directors. These
meetings should:

1) introduce the supervisor and planner for the project,
2) include a high level overview of what a continuity of operations plan is and
3) emphasize the purpose of this work(your elevator pitch).

Board Informational Meeting Date: _____________
All Hands Kickoff Meeting:________________
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GATHERING DATA

Timeline: Data Collection
Collate Existing Data What do you already know about your organizations “people,” “activities,”
and “risks?” Existing data includes: policy and procedure documents(finance, human resources,
IT), website, annual and donor reports, and industry standards.

Data Collection Due Date:______________________

Surveys Determine what informal disaster protocols and deficiencies already exist in your
organization by surveying “the Big 4” - Identifying the People You Serve, Determining Essential
Activities, and Understanding Risks. Surveys, even more importantly, create buy in for the
project because people can see that their concerns are shared by others. Templates are
provided in Appendix B - Survey Suggestions.

Online Survey
1) Approve Survey Format :________________
2) Distribute Survey:_________________
3) Survey Due Date:_________________

Focus Group
4) Approve Focus Group Format :________________
5) Invitation to Focus Group(s):_________________
6) Focus Group(s) Completion Date:_________________

Timeline: Data Organization
Organizational Tools Utilizing data collected, determine what tools you will use to organize
data. Examples include project or information management software such as Evernote or Trello.
WIll there be hard copies of information collected and how will they be stored or utilized? How
will confidentiality be maintained for this project?  Remember that tools your organization is
already familiar with will increase buy in.

Organizational Tools Due Date:______________________

Presentation of Data Collating the data from surveys and focus groups should be an inclusive
process. Don’t make the mistake of determining what the “important” or “obvious” answers are.
This can be presented as word clouds, graphs, or randomized lists, for example. This
presentation will be used at the Disaster Mission Statement Meeting below.

Data Presentation Formatting Completed:___________________
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Disaster Mission Statement Formulation This meeting is with the stakeholders, ideally the
Continuity of Operations Committee. It should include the board of directors, the executive
committee, and representatives from clients, staff, and external stakeholders. In order to
increase buy-in, the supervisor could lead this presentation of the data and lead the
stakeholders through the process of creating the Disaster Mission Statement. Appendix I -
Disaster Mission Statement includes a worksheet for organizing the DMS.

Sample: In times of acute crisis, such as an earthquake, The Organization will support existing,
active clients and staff with access to housing and continued financial assistance at half the
level of normal operations. Additional assistance, such as meals, will be provided by an MOU
partner. In times of ongoing crisis, such as a pandemic, The Organization will continue all
services at least half capacity, with full financial assistance and will work with MOU partners to
increase access to services beyond half capacity. Risks to the organization include: natural
disasters (earthquakes, fire, flood), poor air quality and power outages, and violent intruders.

Disaster Mission Statement Meeting Date:____________________
Disaster Mission Statement:
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SETTING UP SYSTEMS

Timeline: Plan Templates
Risk Based Emergency Operation Plans(EOP)/Agency Emergency Plan(AEP)/Disaster
Plans Emergency Operation Plans are the immediate life and safety plans for the organization.
Which risks to include (earthquake, fire, poor air quality, violent intruder, etc) will be determined
by the stakeholder surveys and meeting of the Continuity of Operations Committee. Evacuation
plans, reunification plans, call down plans, active intruder plans are just some examples.

There will be overlap on many of these plans, however, best practices and human nature show
that repeating information is better than expecting people to flip through multiple tabs in a
document. Have an index for the various repeated sections to manage updates (i.e. the
evacuation routes will be the same for each of these.) Appendix G - Resource Links has many
templates to choose from for creating plans.

AEP Plan Template Created:_________________
AEP Plan Template Approved:________________

The following are “the Big 4” areas of the Continuity of Operations Plan. The four types of data
should be gathered from all departments. They will be incorporated or adjacent to the
Emergency Operations Plans and the Continuity of Operations Plans. See Appendix C -
Continuity of Operations Plan for more information.

For example, client services and the finance department both have ways they communicate
within and without the department. Knowing these structures and how the departments
anticipate adapting their communications during a disaster will create stronger Emergency
Operations Plans and make the Continuity of Operations Plans more useful for whomever is
leading the Public Information Officer/Communications/ Staffing roles during a response.

1. Communications Plan Communication plans should be created and maintained in such a
way as to preserve confidentiality. Communication plans include call down lists of who is in
charge of what area of work, both during normal operations and during disasters.
Communication plans should also create templated language for messaging during the various
risks identified in the AEP.

Communication Plan Template Created:_________________
Communication Plan Template Approved:________________
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2. Supply Chain Plan Operations and other departments will identify materials needed to
provide service. The purpose of this section is to both locate and pre-identify alternate vendors,
but also to identify other agencies for MOU’s that would mutually benefit client services.

Supply Chain Plan Template Created:_________________
Supply Chain Plan Template Approved:________________

3. Risk Mitigation Plan The Risk Mitigation plan includes the overall ways that the organization
is mitigating risk. This can be as simple as “Do Not Run” signs in the hallways to as complex as
insurance riders to cover catastrophic events such as earthquakes. Be sure that this has
enough information to be relevant but does not disclose confidential information.

Risk Mitigation Plan Template Created:_________________
Risk Mitigation Plan Template Approved:________________

4. IT Plan The IT plan includes confidential, financial and HIPAA information security. This could
include things like setting up automatic password resets. The IT plan should also include how to
collect data without computers and the plan for entering that data when the power returns.
Lastly, the IT plan should include hardware considerations, for instance laptops when people
need to work offsite for an extended period.

IT Plan Template Created:_________________
IT Plan Template Approved:________________

Not only are there plans that cover disasters across the whole organization, each department
will have specific plans relevant and activated only in their department. Below are some
examples of departments and their possible activities.

Operations Operations is the section of the organization that is outwardly focused on clients.
Operations will have data to include in all of the above plans. One way to meet your operational
goals, as outlined in the Disaster Mission Statement is to create Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU’s) with similar organizations in your community to “divide and conquer” the important
resources that your community will need for a successful recovery. Appendix H -
Memorandum of Understanding contains samples and suggestions.

Operations Requested Date:_________________
Operations Received Date:__________________
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Finance Finance is the section that includes donor management, accounting, and insurance
and other liability functions. Finance will have data, and confidential data, for many of the above
plans.

Finance Requested Date:_________________
Finance Received Date:__________________

Human Resources Human Resources is the section that includes employee relations. Human
Resources will have data that relates to many of the above plans. The focus of Human
Resources should not be on the workload of employees but on the safety and support of
employees during the disaster (can payroll continue to be met?, do staff have personal
preparedness training in place at home, do they have insurance?)

Human Resources Requested Date:_________________
Human Resources Received Date:__________________

Other This document cannot cover the breadth of all organizations and their service areas. This
is a reminder that your needs will be greater than this list.
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CREATING MOMENTUM

Timeline: Formalize Plans
Adoption of Plans Once each section or department has incorporated their information into the
planning documents (EOP/AEP, Communications, Supply Chain, IT, etcetera) the plans will
need to be looked at by not only the departments but other important stakeholders in their
entirety.

The Planning Coordinator cannot be responsible for the final accuracy of documents if the
contributing stakeholders do not review the plan in its entirety. The purpose of this is to account
for the silo-ing of information. In order to create a robust response plan, one that is used, all
stakeholders should review the entire document to see that they are adequately represented in
the plan.

Operations Reviewed Date:________________________
Finance Reviewed Date:__________________________
Human Resources Reviewed Date:__________________
Other Reviewed Date:____________________________

Plan Adopted by Stakeholders Date:_________________

Creation of Maintenance Plan Once the plan itself is adopted, a methodology for continued
maintenance should be determined, with necessary stakeholders understanding their level of
participation needed to do updates to the plan. Continuity of Operations is not a one and done
but a continuous process.

Maintenance Schedule for Plan Approval Date:_______________

Timeline: Cross Train Key Individuals
Cross Trained Staff Roster The AEP and Communications Plan in particular will offer clues as
to which staff need to be additionally and cross trained for disaster response. Try to create this
roster by position rather than by individual, and to include the requirement to be cross trained in
the hiring process and staff handbook.

Roster Created Date:________________________
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Internal Cross Training Opportunities Departments will want to consider adding cross trained
staff to certain scheduled staff meetings and training opportunities.

External Cross Training Opportunities Look for opportunities to train staff in disaster
response. Your local VOAD or COAD might be a good place to start researching training
opportunities.

Internal and External Training Opportunities Identified:________________

Timeline: Testing Plans (Exercise)
Internal Testing Schedule Create opportunities, yearly, quarterly, monthly, to highlight different
aspects of the disaster plan with, ideally, one TTX (table top exercise) opportunity for key staff to
practice ICS (incident command system) principles yearly. Appendix D - Tabletop Exercise will
help you build a test for your organization.

External Testing Schedule Locate opportunities to engage in large scale testing exercises.
Local VOADs and the UASI are two possibilities. Local Emergency Management may also host
or know of more.

Internal and External Training Schedule Created:________________

Timeline: Change Log
Change Log Create a change log where updates to these documents, plans, procedures can
be recorded. It is important to create a continuous system that is not dependent upon a single
individual for momentum.

Change Log Created:______________________
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GATHERING DATA
Create the Survey Questions
The specific information you collect to develop the answers to Identifying the People You Serve,
Determining Essential Activities, and Understand Risks will be specific to your field. Below are
non-exhaustive lists to select from.

Identifying the People You
Serve
Who are you responsible for
or to? (check all that apply)

1. Clients
2. Parishioners
3. Patient
4. Patrons
5. Staff
6. Employees
7. Volunteers
8. Board of Directors
9. Faculty
10. Team Members
11. Foundations
12. Donors
13. Supporters
14. Funders
15. Tenants
16. Renters
17. Associations
18. Denominations
19. Affiliations

Determining Essential
Activities
What services should you
provide during a disaster?
(ranked order)

1. Client services
2. Payroll
3. Financial

Recordkeeping
4. Host/Convening

duties
5. Tenants
6. Contractual

obligations

Note: These are categories,
not activities, which can
only be determined by your
specific organization.  Be
sure to leave room for
suggestions from
respondents.

Understand Risks
What risks could affect your
organization?(check all that
apply)

1. Earthquake
2. Wildfire
3. Heat event
4. Poor air quality
5. Power outage
6. Water damage(main

break, building
flooding)

7. Flood
8. Tsunami
9. Structure fire
10. Urban conflagration
11. Active shooter
12. Violent intruder
13. Police action (external

event)
14. Data breach
15. Cyber ransom
16. Pandemic
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Plan the Information Gathering Opportunities
Information Gathering Sessions:

Online format - Online sessions can get synergistic information (people bouncing ideas
off each other and having more ideas than they would alone) from people without being
impacted by social distancing protocols or geographic distance. All formats have some features
of note, however Zoom has options for collecting chat records, creating breakout rooms (with
chat features), running anonymous polls and collecting anonymous post session surveys.

In person format - In person sessions can be useful, when people gather for board
meetings, staff meetings, housing meetings, etcetera. Tools that can be used during in person
meetings include Menti (creates real-time word clouds for example) or large paper cloud
creators, or overhead projection.

Surveys:
Forms can be electronic or paper. Your organization perhaps already uses surveys for

other data collection and using tools your associates already recognize from you can help with
collecting results. Google Forms is free and exportable. Many organizations already subscribe
to Survey Monkey.

Gather Information
Who should you collect information from? The broader the pool of stakeholders you ask, the
better your information will be. Aim for a broad pool of stakeholders so that the buy in will be
greater in the end.

Clients Staff Board of Directors Tenants Associations

Parishioners Employees Donors Renters Denominations

Patrons Volunteers Funders Affiliations

Patients Faculty Supporters Government

The survey data collected will be used to create a Disaster Mission Statement. See Appendix A
- Steps in the Process and Appendix I - Disaster Mission Statement for more information on
how to do this.
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SETTING UP SYSTEMS

Surveying Existing Data
Survey systems by department (finance, staffing, leadership, management, operations identified
as client facing activities). Every department will use some form of communication, have some
supply chain issues, handle confidential information, and assess a different constellation of
risks. Ask departments to share any existing documentation they have for the following systems.

Communications Plan
1. Do you have a phone tree?
2. How will you communicate if phones are down?
3. Do you have a social media plan?
4. Have you pre-planned templates for how and what information to share with staff or

clients in the event of a wide variety of emergencies?
5. If your facility is closed, do you have a relationship with another organization to

provide space for services? How do you implement that, how do you notify staff and
clients?

6. Signage, phone trees, email, social media posts
7.

Supply Chain
1. How will you handle loss of power, such as a PSPS event (Public Safety Power

Shutoff initiated by PGE)?
2. What material items do you offer clients that might be impacted by a disaster (wildfires,

earthquakes, pandemics)?
3. Have you worked with staff on alternate routes and means of transportation in case of

long term outages of transit or roads?
4. Do you have connections with similar agencies to share resources during a disaster?
5. Do you have connections to the local government to request or offer assistance during

a disaster?
6. Are you a member of your local Voluntary or Community Organizations Active in

Disaster (VOAD/COAD)?
7. How will you access the materials you need to support clients and operate during a

disaster?
8.
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Mitigate Risks
1. Is it possible to update your insurance policy to cover events not listed?
2. Is your organization able to use more cloud based services in case of loss of facilities?
3. Does your organization have a reserve in operating funds, or funds dedicated to

disaster response?
4.

Safeguard Critical Information
1. How do you protect HIPAA information?
2. How do you protect Staff information?
3. How do you protect Client data?
4. Do your staff understand phishing and password security protocols?
5.

Collecting and Storing Data
Methods for keeping this data stored and sorted for use in creating plans will depend on the
style preferred by the organization and by the individual planner gathering this information.
Suggestions include online storage solutions (Google Drive or Sharepoint, or a password
protected section of the organization website, for example) and will be determined based on the
privacy requirements of information collected. At no point in this planning process should or
would HIPAA information need to be collected, only information on how that information is
protected.

Ensure that whatever storing and sorting information is attached to the information that it can be
retrieved based on more than one typology, for example, by department, by type of disaster, by
activity.

Appendix C - Continuity of Operations has a basic template for collecting this information and
Appendix G - Resource Links has several others to choose from .
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CREATING MOMENTUM

Formalize Plans
Plans themselves don’t need to be designed by committee. Plans do need to be approved.
Approval can and should be sought by various stakeholders and departments as well as
leadership. Surveys can be designed to collect feedback and buy-in on plans.

Potential Survey topics include:
● Disaster Mission Statement - Are these the key stakeholders and objectives to focus on?
● Specific Emergency Operation Plans/Agency Emergency Plans/Disaster Action Plans -

Do these plans include all necessary information and the correct dissemination of
information?

● Continuity of Operations Plans - Do these plans include all necessary information and
the correct dissemination of information?

Cross Train Key Individuals
Discovering the sorts of training needed by staff during disaster can be captured by survey.
While it is always true that people don’t know what they don’t know, it is also true that
sometimes they do know, but not the “proper” words. Be sure to assess training in a way that
lets people tell you what they think they need to know.

Potential training topics include:
● Evacuation Drills
● Incident Command Systems for sites, organizations, liaison with first responders
● First Aid and Psychological First Aid
● Communication Strategies - how to use radios, for instance
● Food Handling
● Deescalation and Situational Awareness
● Government Liaison or Public Information roles

Regularly Test and Update Plans
Creating a schedule for testing and updating could also be surveyed, to ensure that training or
exercise/drills are not planned at the same time as other important events such as year end
bookkeeping, fire season, or annual fundraising events. In addition, the type of drill could be
requested by survey - some years may find staff and clients more concerned with fires, other
years could find people more interested in practicing for active shooters/violent intruders.
Appendix D - Tabletop Exercise will explain how to create a drill and Appendix E - After
Action Template will detail how to collect lessons learned from the process.
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Appendix C - Continuity of Operations Plan
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

This is one of any number of templates available, and it’s best to organize things in the way that
makes the most sense for your organization, so don’t feel limited by this or the templates and
examples is Appendix G - Resources.

Cover Page
Include the sorts of things you might need immediately when on the phone with 911.

Organization Name
Document Name
Address(es)
Main Emergency Contact
Latest Update Date

Disaster Mission Statement
Put this near the front and repeat as needed to help people stay focused.

Contact List
List of all the names, contact information (including off hours for key personnel) regular and
disaster roles

This list should be considered confidential. Which is not the same as a secret. Don’t post it on
the wall, website, or on the social media account, but be sure that people who need it in an
emergency have it, and that it is updated frequently.

Communications
Related to the Contact List and Cover Page.

Who needs to be notified in an emergency?
What information needs to be conveyed?
How does that information get disseminated?

For example, in case of fire, flood, earthquake, power outage - clients will need to be directed to
a secondary site. If you have the language and how to disseminate the information created in
advance, it will mean you make fewer errors in communication and won’t forget things when
involved in a response. See Appendix J - Disaster Communication for more information.
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Emergency Operations Plans
These are the plans for during a disaster - they are often called Life and Safety Plans because
they are the first considerations during a disaster. Surveys done during stakeholder input will
help determine which disasters need a formal plan. For instance, although climate change is
altering local weather events, it is still unlikely that Northern California will experience a
hurricane.

Examples of disasters include:
Fire
Earthquake
Flood
Active Shooter

Examples of information to include:
Evacuation Maps and where they are located around the building
Locations of Reunifications sites, first aid kits, disaster supplies, emergency shut off, etc

The continuity of operations plan is a good place to coordinate this information because it
consolidates the locations of the information and facilitates updates. It is important to make sure
this information is regularly practiced. Remember, people revert to their lowest level of training.

Continuity of Operations Plans
Continuity of operations plans are what happens after life and safety have been secured but
regular operations cannot resume. It is the difference between a fire drill and an actual fire.

One way to organize continuity of operations plans is by department. This can make it easier for
departments to update and train in their continuity policies and procedures. Appendix B -
Survey Suggestions has “the Big 4” to be used in conjunction with the individual department
plans. In order to meet the objectives of your Disaster Mission Statement, your organization may
enter into Memorandum of Understanding (MOUs) with other organizations. See Appendix H -
Memorandum of Understanding for more information.

Examples of departments and their key function to consider include:
● Finance - how do invoices get processed?
● Human Resources - how do employees get paid?
● Operations - what services are prioritized and how are resources reallocated?
● IT - how is data backed up and restored?
● Facilities/Logistics - who are the alternate suppliers of materials and locations?
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Continuous Update Schedules
Maintenance
Having done all the work to compile and create a disaster plan, maintenance is easier than
starting from scratch. Creating change logs and update schedules also allow for a change in
ownership of the project without having to recreate it.

Ensure that whatever storing and sorting information technology is used can be cross-
referenced, for example, by department, by type of disaster, by activity. It’s important to update
all the locations that are referenced in the plans and are used by the Continuity of Operations
Plan.

Training
We revert to our lowest level of training during emergencies. Training and practicing give
everyone more and better options during a disaster. If the event was an ordinary occurrence, it
wouldn’t be called a disaster.

Potential training topics include:
● Evacuation Drills
● Incident Command Systems for sites, organizations, liaison with first responders
● First Aid and Psychological First Aid
● Communication Strategies - how to use radios, for instance
● Food Handling
● Deescalation and Situational Awareness
● Government Liaison or Public Information roles

Regularly Test and Update Plans
Testing plans is often done by performing a Tabletop Exercise (TTX). A TTX, followed by an
After Action Review, even informally, is vital to making sure that the lessons learned are
incorporated into the plans and available information during subsequent disasters. Capturing
those updates in a change log is one way of knowing that the whole cycle of testing and
updating has happened and how recently. Appendix D - Tabletop Exercise and Appendix E -
After Action Review have more information.

Maintaining a record of the various aspects of the plan that have been tested ensures that the
whole plan has the opportunity to be tested over time. Don’t just practice evacuation drills,
practice alternate payroll techniques and alternate delivery sites for services as well.
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Appendix D - Tabletop Exercise Template
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

What is a Tabletop Exercise and Why Do We Need One?
A tabletop exercise is like a role playing game. Gather people who are part of your disaster
response plan and practice a disaster - just sitting around the table. People rely heavily on
common sense, what we usually do, and what seems like a good idea right now, when disasters
happen. In order to make the best decisions, it is important to give everyone the opportunity to
try on disaster - kind of like a hat - so they can see how their instincts might not make the most
sense, and to create a memory of the actual disaster plan or continuity of operations plan.

Necessary Components
● Assign a Facilitator
● Have a disaster plan and a continuity of operations plan
● Have a disaster team
● Teach the disaster team Incident Command Systems at minimum - depending on your

organizations activities, there may be other skills that the team needs to be cross trained
on

How to Begin?
A good tabletop exercise starts with planning. Because a tabletop exercise “tests” the plan,
there has to be something to test. What to test might include the disaster plan for a particular
type of situation (if you do a fire evacuation drill, you are testing one aspect of your fire
Emergency Operations Plan) or a particular department’s function under the continuity of
operations plan (you might have a backup plan for how to distribute payroll checks if the
internet/power is out for an extended time and the usual auto deposit system doesn’t work, this
could be tested without actually doing it, or maybe you have occasion to do this when an
employee leaves). Another example of a test might be how to notify staff and clients in case of
building closure, which could be as a result of fire or earthquake but also for pandemic related
reasons.

How to narrow down the test will be addressed later, for know, just know that you have to have
an idea of what to do and it is also important to keep track of what is tested so that you test
different things each time and not just one thing over and over (like relying on the yearly
evacuation drill to be sufficient for any disaster drill).
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The second most important part of a good tabletop exercise is to have trained people in the
necessary components of the plan. It’s one thing to forget something you were once told, but it’s
frustrating and feels like failure when you don't have the opportunity to learn what you are
expected to know.

So, it seems a bit counterintuitive, but it’s perfectly ok, preferable even, to run a tabletop
exercise and have everyone forget what the plan is - there is a good learning opportunity in that.
But to set people up for failure by not teaching them and then expecting them to know what they
haven’t been taught leads to defensiveness and a lack of the very team building that a good
tabletop exercise can lead to.

Facilitator
The facilitator might be the same person that is in charge of the disaster plans for your
organization. You might also decide to hire someone to come in and do this, depending on your
resources and how your organization arranges disaster planning.

The facilitator will design and deliver the exercise and also deliver the after action write up from
the exercise. As you might imagine, a good facilitator is essential to a good exercise. The
qualities and responsibilities of a facilitator listed below come from FEMA Exercise Starter Kit for
Whole Community Resilience and Continuity Tabletop Exercise.

Qualities of a good Facilitator include:
● A strong communicator - communicates effectively and is aware of body language
● Flexible - adapts the process to the situation
● Knowledgeable - knows the process and how to use it
● Inclusive - encourages participation from all group members
● Organized - has all materials ready and at hand before the session begins
● Responsible - has the best interest of the group in mind and confirms the needs of the

activity are being met
● In control, but not controlling - manages the group, the process and the time, but is

transparent to the outcome
● Pays attention - is aware of group dynamics, energy levels, and participant needs

Role of Facilitator includes:
● Establish ground rules for participation
● Foster a learning environment through an open dialogue
● Keep participant discussion focused on activity
● Ensure all viewpoints are represented and summarize participant feedback to build

consensus
● Ask clarifying questions
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Design Considerations
HOW LONG
FIrst, determine how long you have to “play.” It is possible to do tests in an hour, but they will be
very tiny components and may not add up to meaningful learning unless they are offered weekly
or perhaps monthly, and created and delivered as a series. More typically, a small exercise from
start to finish is 3-4 hours and ideally, especially if this is only happening once a year, the test
will take all day and can include an After Action Review the same day..

WHO
Second, consider who to invite. Again, this is determined by how long you have and how big the
test is. Do not invite all the staff to a one hour meeting intending to do a full scale drill of the
entire continuity of operations plan.

WHAT
Third, what are you testing? Now that you have an idea of how long and who is involved, you
can start to narrow down a topic for testing. Bear in mind that this may also act as a first step,
which then drives the answers for how long and who.

The reality of how many and how long you can pull staff to do this will be a determining factor.
Remember, if the test is too large for the time allotted, it will not be successful.

Build the Test
● Imagine a disaster scenario - pick something narrow in scope and realistic, this is no

time to write the script to the next blockbuster hollywood movie
● Decide what you want to test - If your scenario is a fire in the main office, you might want

to test people’s awareness of the evaluation protocols, or you might want to test your
backup location, or you might want to test your data storage solution.

● Determine who needs to be involved - Who are the key people related to your test? Who
are their backups?

● Write up the scenario - create “interjects” which will drive the scenario. Interjects are the
things that come up that change the scenario. For example, if you are practicing an
evacuation drill - an interject would be that the front entrance is blocked or the meeting
location is on fire, too.

● A good place to find examples that can create tests is in Appendix B - Survey
Suggestions. The table for Gathering Data, can give you a good intersection of disaster
(Risks), test (Essential Activities), and players (People You Serve)
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Organize the Test - Checklist and Agenda in One
A successful test experience needs a beginning, middle and end, just like any meeting. Below is
the outline of a typical test.

1. Introduction - What are we all doing here?
2. Housekeeping - In person or online, what are the basic rules of engagement?
3. Timeline - How long for each component of the exercise are allotted, this helps keep

people on track?
4. Overview - Explain how an exercise works for new people and returning people. There

is always an element of you have to do one to understand it, but it’s possible to give
some heads up about test structures.

5. Scope - Limit the scope early, in order to keep the actual test within parameters. By
clearly saying up front that we are not going to work on the technology (for instance)
aspects or requirements of this scenario, it will keep the “play” in bounds and on time.

6. Objectives - Be really clear what one or three things are being tested, how they are
being tested, and why they are being tested.

7. Desired Outcomes - This isn’t school, it’s ok to know what the right answer is in
advance.

8. Scenario - This is the test that you built. See above, Build the Test, for fleshing this out.
9. Updates - also known as interjects. These are the “things that happen” that cause stress

to the system (“and then a flying saucer lands on the roof’) that you want to determine
how people react and how well the plans you made work in that situation.

10. Discussion - This is what people decide to do in response to the Updates/
11. Repeat - For each Update, have a discussion, as long as time allows. It is possible and

likely that there will be several update and discussion cycles to the test.
12. After Action Review - in this instance, more commonly called a Hot Wash. After testing

a Scenario with several Updates, have a discussion about what went well, what could be
better, and what recommendations people have for improvement. See more about After
Action Reviews and Hot Washes in Appendix E - After Action Review.

13. Closing - end on a positive note and with a big thank you. It’s very hard to get these
started for an organization and it’s very easy to do one and never find the time or
motivation to do another.
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Appendix E - After Action Review
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

Before the Meeting
Gather Data
Determine how you will gather the data for the after action report. Determining this up front will
then determine how you will schedule meetings and outreach.

Techniques for gathering data:
● Old School - in person meeting with big sticky post it papers, markers, and a scribe
● New School - over video conferencing software, using a screen share of a document, or

the features of the video conferencing software. (aka, Zoom has a whiteboard, be sure
you know how to save any work you do before the AAR so you don’t lose the work)

● Broad School - surveys sent out to the entire workforce, be sure to include lots of space
for writing out comments, not just scaled measures. Consider if confidentiality is part of
this tool or not and be clear about it. Consider if you will be able to get useful feedback
from this method.

● Narrow School - individual interviews, in person or via phone, in order to drill down
particular information that might not be shared during a large meeting. Consider if this
will be weighted more or less than gatherings or surveys.

Create Participant List
When planning on who to invite or reach out to for data collection, include people who
participated in the disaster response. Generally speaking, do not include clients or people
outside your organization, as the after action review is to collect lessons learned that can be
implemented by the organization in the future.

Schedule the Meetings (Data Collection)
After Action Reviews for disaster response should be conducted as a small distance from the
event itself. The after action review is about moving forward, not rehashing frustrations.

A Hot Wash is something similar to an after action review in that it asks similar questions but in
the immediate aftermath of an event, such as a training. It can also be useful to engage in
something like a hot wash with individuals as they transition out of disaster response.
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During the Meeting
During an after action review, it is important to have a facilitator who can manage the group. An
outside, non-responder is often useful because they do not have any information they want to
contribute and can be seen as more impartial.

Ground Rules:
● Participation by all levels of response - leadership and line staff all have important

perspectives.
● Speak from your perspective, not on what you did not participate in.
● Focus on the incident, not the individual - no blame or second guessing after the fact.
● Focus on the results of the process, was there a good outcome?

Facilitator Guidance:
● Identify ways to keep doing what went well - point out when comments are about positive

solutions..
● Identify action items for positive organizational change (so negative outcomes won’t

happen in the future)
● Bring negative comments around to positive solutions - ask what went well when

someone brings up what didn’t go well.
● Avoid “good/bad” language and encourage people to reframe their statements.
● Seek specificity - “tell me more.” or “what happened next?”

The BIG Questions:
(suitable for putting on posters and framing the agenda)

● What was expected to happen?
● What actually occurred?
● What went well and why?
● What can be improved and how?

Retrospective:
(alternate way of framing questions, suitable for interviews)

● What did you set out to achieve?
● What was your plan to achieve this?
● How did this change as you progressed?
● What went well and why?
● What could have gone better?
● What were the two or three key lessons you would share with others?
● What should we have learned from this project a year from now?
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For gathering Surveys or Anonymous Observations:
1. Know the limits of anonymous or surveyed information.

a. Cannot help reframe the questions or answers
b. Cannot include data points that don’t have context
c. Results will have less buy in because it will be unclear what and how information

was assessed.
2. Weigh this against the benefits.

a. Multiple monolingual staff. (Monolingual staff can benefit from not having to deal
with translation in order to focus on process)

b. Level of hierarchy in organization. (Organizations with steep hierarchy may not
generate robust results from line staff and upper management in the same
meeting).

After the Meeting
Reporting Out

● Provide a clear summary of the incident and the factual events.
● Provide a clear summary of concrete and actionable recommendations that will improve

the process.
● Identifying tasks and topics requiring leadership attention.
● Avoid creating blame, get someone to check your report to make sure that there isn’t any

inadvertent right/wrong language

Report Outline
Title Page
Table of Contents
Executive Summary

Strengths
Areas for Improvement
Recommendations

Overview (Recitals or basic information and timeline of the event)
Observations

Broken down as best suits organization and event
Includes the comments from meetings and surveys

Findings
Aligned with breakdown in Observations
Includes recommendations for changes to policy and procedure
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Appendix F - Definitions
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

DEFINITIONS

Agency Emergency Plan: See Disaster Action Plan

After Action Review: An After Action Review is a methodology for reviewing an incident, such
as the response of your organization to a wildfire, to capture and incorporate lessons learned
into future responses. Typically consisting of answering the following four questions: What was
expected to happen? What actually happened? What went well and why? What can be
improved and why?

Continuity of Operations Plan: A continuity of operations plan is an overarching planning tool
for any organization to operate between the start of an incident (emergency) and a return to
normal operations. This plan crosses multiple potential risks/disasters and it covers all areas of
operations. One way to think about a continuity plan is as a recovery tool.

Continuous Process Improvement: Methodology that creates incremental change based on
prior events. Potentially based on Hegel’s Dialectical Work (thesis-antithesis-synthesis), the idea
is to move from a static org chart of positions to a flow chart of processes that can be assessed
for better outcomes. There are a lot of organizations that charge money to do this, but the basic
idea is also encompassed for free by an After Action Review.

Disaster Action Plan: A disaster action plan is how to manage a specific risk. For example, a
disaster action plan for building fire will include information about how to evacuate the building,
where to meet, how to determine if someone is missing, how to interact with first responders,
how to turn off utilities, and how to secure the building during repairs. This information might
also overlap an earthquake, but going through the exercise of what are the next steps for each
potential disaster will create a more robust base for a continuity of operations plan. One way to
think about a disaster action plan is as a response tool.

Disaster Mission Statement: A succinct statement of your organization's highest priority during
a disaster. Disaster Mission Statements have the potential to become very complicated.
However, when done well, they create a beacon for making difficult decisions about what
services to continue and which people need to be served during a response.
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Emergency Operations Plan: See Disaster Action Plan

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA): The agency, located within Homeland
Security, that oversees, supports, and funds disaster response at the federal level. FEMA also
provides training opportunities and resources for individuals, organizations, and jurisdictions.

Hot Wash: A hot wash is an immediate capture of issues post disaster. This can be
accomplished via exit interviews and as a quick final meeting before dismantling the incident
command center/emergency operations center/command center. Not to be confused with an
After Action Review

Incident Command System: Methodology for Organizing leadership and responsibility during a
disaster. Principle teams include Command Staff (Director, Public Information Officer,
Interagency Liaison Officer, Safety Officer), Operations Staff (Assistant Director of Operations,
Chiefs, and Supervisors of various Essential Activities - client facing), Logistics Staff (AD of
Logistics, Chiefs and Supervisors of various Essential Materials - Consumable and Non-
Comsumable necessary items, staff, food, computers, vehicles), Planning Staff (AD Planning,
Chiefs and Supervisors of various Essential Tracking - reports, meetings) and Finance Staff (AD
Finance, Chiefs and Supervisors of Essential Monies - budgets, reimbursable expense coding,
etcetera)

Memorandum of Understanding: A memorandum of understanding, commonly referred to as
an MOU, is a non-binding agreement between two or more organizations to work together, if
possible, during a disaster.

POETE: Emergency management methodology for doing Continuous Process Improvement.
This is for testing preparedness activities not for operating during a response. The acronym
stands for Plans, Operations, Equipment, Training, Exercise.

Tabletop Exercises: Practice scenarios of potential disasters to allow staff to verbally walk
through what they would do in a response.

Urban Areas Security Initiative (UASI): A program on Homeland Security that offers federal
funding for first responder and emergency response training in high density areas of the country.

Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (VOAD): Can also be known as Community
Agencies Active in Disaster(COAD). These county or jurisdiction based organizations are
collaborations of non-profit organizations, service organizations, and others who provide
services to individuals during a disaster.
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Appendix G - Resources
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

GATHERING DATA
IDENTIFYING THE PEOPLE YOU SERVE
General Preparedness
American Red Cross
www.redcross.org
Listos California
www.listoscalifornia.org
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
www.ready.gov
CalOES (CA Office of Emergency Services)
https://www.caloes.ca.gov/office-of-the-director/operations/planning-preparedness-prevention/pl
anning-preparedness/

Specific Areas of Individual Preparedness
You Are the Help Until Help Arrives https://community.fema.gov/until-help-arrives
Culture of Preparedness
https://training.fema.gov/hiedu/docs/latest/2019_cultures_of_preparedness_report_10.22.18%2
0final.pdf
Planning for Childcare - CA Disaster Plan
https://cchp.ucsf.edu/content/disaster-preparedness
Planning for Seniors and People with Disabilities
https://www.naccho.org/uploads/downloadable-resources/Capacity-Building-Toolkit-for-Aging-an
d-Disability-Networks-2-5-19.pdf

DETERMINING ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES
Organizational Preparedness Overview - Government Resources
FEMA - Business
https://www.ready.gov/business
FEMA -DHS Center for Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships
https://www.fema.gov/about/offices/faith
Educators and Youth Organizations
https://www.ready.gov/kids/educators-organizations
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Resource Library
https://www.ready.gov/kids/resource-library?f%5B0%5D=language%3A56&f%5B1%5D=languag
e%3A57&f%5B2%5D=language%3A58&f%5B3%5D=language%3A59&f%5B4%5D=language%
3A62
CDC
https://emergency.cdc.gov/
SBA - Small Business Association
https://www.sba.gov/business-guide/manage-your-business/prepare-emergencies
OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/emergencypreparedness/
Insurance Institute for Business
https://disastersafety.org/wp-content/uploads/OFB-EZ_Toolkit_IBHS.pdf

Organizational Preparedness Overview - Educational Resources
Princeton University
https://emergency.princeton.edu/
UC Berkeley
https://oem.berkeley.edu/

Organizational Preparedness Overview - Faith Based Resource Examples
Religious Literacy Primer
https://crcc.usc.edu/files/2015/02/Primer-HighRes.pdf
San Francisco Interfaith Council
https://www.sfinterfaithcouncil.org/disaster-preparedness-resources
Church Mutual Insurance
https://www.churchmutual.com/172/Emergency-Preparedness
Episcopal Relief and Development
https://www.episcopalrelief.org/press-and-resources/resource-library/
Lutheran Congregational Preparedness Guidebook
https://download.elca.org/ELCA%20Resource%20Repository/Congregational_Disaster_Prepare
dness_Guide_Lutheran_Disaster_Response.pdf
Mosque Safety Best Practices
https://www.cairflorida.org/images/CAIR_Mosque_Safety_Best_Practices.pdf
Secure Community Network - Jewish
https://securecommunitynetwork.org/institutional-security
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
https://providentliving.churchofjesuschrist.org/bc/providentliving/content/emergency%20respons
e/PD10052395_000%20Emergency%20Response%20Guide%5b1%5d.pdf
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UNDERSTAND RISK
Ready Business Toolkits -
https://www.ready.gov/business
Insurance Institute for Business
https://disastersafety.org/wp-content/uploads/OFB-EZ_Toolkit_IBHS.pdf
FEMA
http://www.ready.gov/
OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/emergencypreparedness/
IRS - Disaster Resources
https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businesses-self-employed/preparing-for-a-disaster-taxpay
ers-and-businesses

SETTING UP SYSTEMS
CREATE A COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Crisis Communication Plan
https://www.ready.gov/crisis-communications-plan
Leading Age Crisis Communication Template (Healthcare focus)
https://www.leadingage.org/sites/default/files/8%20Emergency%20Preparedness%20Toolkit%2
0-%20Communication.docx
Call Down Template
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/sites/default/files/public/php/360/360_calldown.pdf

CONSIDER THE SUPPLY CHAIN
FEMA Resilience Guilde
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/supply-chain-resilience-guide.pdf
Prep Talks (If FEMA hosted a TEDx conference)
https://www.fema.gov/emergency-managers/practitioners/preptalks
Continuity Resource Toolkit
https://www.fema.gov/continuity-resource-toolkit
Businesses Training Ideas
https://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/training
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MITIGATE RISK
Government Program
National Flood Insurance Policy
https://www.fema.gov/national-flood-insurance-program
Small Business Administration - Disaster Loans
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/disaster-assistance
OSHA - Small Business Health and Safety Handbook
https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/small-business.pdf

Insurance Advocacy
United Policyholders
https://uphelp.org/
Insurance Institute for Business
https://disastersafety.org/wp-content/uploads/OFB-EZ_Toolkit_IBHS.pdf

SAFEGUARD CRITICAL INFORMATION
FEMA brochure
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-07/fema_brochure-essential-records-ncp_082418_
0.pdf
IT Disaster Recovery Plan
https://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/IT
Backup Options for IT
https://www.us-cert.gov/security-publications/data-backup-options
Tech Soup Resources
https://www.techsoup.org/support/articles-and-how-tos/your-organizations-backup-strategy
Homeland Security Guide
https://transition.fcc.gov/cyber/cyberplanner.pdf

CREATING MOMENTUM
FORMALIZE PLANS
Planning Toolkits
Ready.gov - Developing an Emergency Response Plan
https://www.ready.gov/business/implementation/emergency
CDC Planning Tools
https://emergency.cdc.gov/planning/index.asp
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Planning Templates
FEMA - Continuity Plan Template
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-10/non-federal-continuity-plan-template_083118.p
df
CDC Disaster Planning Template
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2004-101/emrgact/emrgact.pdf
SF CARD
https://www.sfcard.org/library

Disaster Planning and Continuity of Operations Planning Templates
CalOES - Los Angeles Public Health
https://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/OEM/Video_Archive/Non%20Profits%20Con
tinuity%20and%20Recovery%20Plan.pdf
Tech Soup
https://www.techsoup.org/disaster-planning-and-recovery
NonProfit New York
https://www.nonprofitnewyork.org/disaster-plan/
Vermont Council on Rural Development - Food Bank focus
https://www.vtrural.org/programs/digital-economy/updates/5-business-continuity-tips
San Jose State University Thesis Paper
https://www.njvoad.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Continuity-of-Operations-Guidebook-and-T
emplate-for-Nonprofit-Service-Providers.pdf
Standards for Excellence
https://standardsforexcellence.org/Portals/2/20%20Administrative%20Policies%20Crisis%20and
%20Disaster%20Plan%20Documents%20MD.pdf

Memorandum of Understanding Templates
National Center for Disaster Preparedness
https://rcrctoolbox.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/MOU-Guide-and-Template_072021.pdf
FEMA
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/2020-06/Disaster-Specific_MOU.pdf
San Diego Hospital Systems MOU
https://www.calhospitalprepare.org/sites/main/files/file-attachments/docs-905188-final-hospital_
emergency_mutual_aid_mou.pdf
Napa Valley COAD membership (this is also an MOU)
https://napavalleycoad.org/about-us/membership/
Pioneer Valley Transit Authority Facility Use
https://preparednessforall.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/emergency-facilities-and-land-use-agree
ment.pdf
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CROSS TRAIN KEY INDIVIDUALS
FEMA - Emergency management Institute
https://training.fema.gov/emi.aspx
SF CARD
www.sfcard.org
CVNL
www.cvnl.org

REGULARLY TEST AND UPDATE PLANS
Exercise Plans
Ready.gov
https://www.ready.gov/business/testing
FEMA -
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/25975

After Action Resources
After Action Review - Center for Evidence Based Management
https://www.cebma.org/wp-content/uploads/Guide-to-the-after_action_review.pdf
Harvard Review - application of learning as the goal
https://hbr.org/2005/07/learning-in-the-thick-of-it
Better Evaluation - lots of tools
https://www.betterevaluation.org/en/evaluation-options/after_action_review

Continuous Process Improvement
Kai Nexus is a consultant, but this blog post has the most extensive list.
https://blog.kainexus.com/continuous-improvement/11-rapid-continuous-improvement-tools-and-
techniques-explained
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Appendix H - Memorandum of Understanding
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

What is a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)

A Memorandum of Understanding is a pre-disaster agreement between two or more
organizations to support each other’s mission delivery during a disaster. These agreements are
made in advance, in order to assess possibilities and to streamline negotiations during an actual
disaster. An MOU is not a contract and is non-binding, but it can help your organization know
how vital services to the community are being provided both by your organization and on behalf
of your clients and constituents.

Assess Resources and Gaps
Gather Data
Start with your Disaster Mission Statement. This will guide what your organization has the will
and capacity to provide during a disaster. In addition, have your organization's non-disaster
mission statement as well. This will help identify what others might expect of your organization
during a disaster and what they might come seeking during a disaster.

It can also be a very good idea to connect with your local government agency, if you contract or
work closely with them or their clients, such as local department of public health for clients with
disabilities, as you may be listed in their disaster plans and due to staff changes on either side,
no longer know that you are their disaster resource. The department of emergency
management can tell you if your facility is listed as a shelter in the National Shelter Registry, for
example. Connecting with the local VOAD or COAD, nonprofit alliance, chamber of commerce,
or interfaith council can also be ways to discover if your organization has been active in disaster
planning in the past and potentially how it might act in the future.

Assess Resources and Identify Gaps
Given all the data collected, determine what can and can’t be accommodated by your
organization and update expectations.

Given the various expectations and intentions of your organization and clients, identify those
areas that your capacity cannot fully cover. These gaps are places that can be filled by a
Memorandum of Understanding with a partner organization.
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Develop Memorandum of Understanding
Identify Partners
Now that you have identified the areas that need to be addressed, you can begin to identify
partners to help fill the gaps, which allows them to fill their gaps as well. It is better to do less,
but do it better, than for many organizations to attempt to do too many things at once. Consider
this from the perspective of a fire survivor - going to one place to collect a large allotment of
groceries is better than driving several places around the county to get a small bag in each
location.

Another way to partner is to share resources. A classic example is a church facility for
evacuation or sheltering. They may have the roof but not the staff to run the shelter. Partnering
with an organization like the Red Cross, who specialize in volunteers to run shelters and
evacuation centers but do not provide real estate to shelter in, is a century old practice that is
found around the country.

Create Memorandum of Understanding
In order to create the memorandum of understanding, it will be necessary to identify someone
within each organization that has the authority to make a binding agreement. Recall that a
memorandum of understanding is not a binding contract, but unless the signers of the
agreement have the authority to offer resources on behalf of the organization, the organization
will be unlikely to honor the agreement during a disaster. Imagine finding out that your 6 year old
promised that the neighbor's cats could sleep in her room whenever the owner was out of town -
and you are allergic to cats!

Because it is not a contract for services, it needn’t be overly detailed, however, a good
memorandum of understanding does include the parameters for resource sharing, such as:

● Specific times the facility is or is not available (Easter Sunday, perhaps)
● Which parts of the facility are being negotiated (Parish Hall and Kitchen and Bathrooms

only)
● How damages will be negotiated and who is responsible for cleanup (who pays to

replace broken window)
● Emergency contact protocols
● Communication strategy (Agency A will direct all volunteers and clients to Agency B for

food donation delivery and collection)
● Staffing resources (who is the supervisor of volunteer or shared staff during response)
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Incorporating Plans
Tracking Memorandum of Understanding
Like every other aspect of the Continuity of Operations Plan, memorandum of understanding will
need to be tracked for review, update, and renewal in a timely manner. Creating Momentum is a
section found throughout the OPEN template and memorandum of understanding should be
included in the maintenance rotation like reviewing the Emergency Plans and Training
Schedule. Memorandum of Understanding can also be a test for a Tabletop Exercise.

Sample Plans
Appendix G - Resources has a section of sample and template Memorandum of
Understanding. Many of these will be over complicated for your organization, however, they will
give you an indication of the sorts of areas and issues to consider that are beyond the scope of
this Appendix.
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Basic MOU Worksheet

Purpose - Background (who the parties are and why they are forming an agreement)

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Existing Agreement (note if there is any agreement in place for non-disaster collaboration)

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Responsibilities - Commitments of Parties (expectation of what each party is offering to
provide in a disaster response)
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Contact Information (who is the contact person if this agreement needs to be activated)

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Termination (when does this MOU expire or need to be re-negotiated)____________________

Signatures (responsible parties and dates of agreement)

____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix I - Disaster Mission Statement - Development Worksheet
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

What is a Disaster Mission Statement

A Disaster Mission Statement considers how you will prioritize your agency’s outreach to your
staff, clients and community after a major disaster and with limited resources and personnel.
This includes what type of services your organization will be providing to your clients and the
community during the recovery phase. It will necessarily be different from your daily mission.

An organization most likely to survive a disaster will have evaluated its mission and developed
plans to maintain essential services for essential stakeholders before a disaster. This is
demonstrated by an organization that has not only defined its disaster mission, but that mission
statement is embraced by the organization’s leadership, approved and supported by its board of
directors, distributed throughout the organization and is integral to decision making even during
“blue sky” operations.

Core elements to consider when deciding on a DMS
Who do you plan to serve?

● Your organization may deliver multiple services.  When deciding on a DMS you must
consider which of your clients are most vulnerable and will need essential services most
urgently after an emergency or major disaster.

● You may develop a priority list of clients and stakeholders.

Which services must continue?
● It may be the case that you must also prioritize the services that are considered most

essential after an emergency or major disaster.  THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
DURING THE RECOVERY PHASE.

● Decide which services must be delivered and which can be suspended
● Do you have the capacity to provide these services?
● If not, who can you collaborate with to better perform your disaster mission? See

Appendix H - Memorandum of Understanding to learn more about how to plan
collaborations before a disaster occurs.
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Worksheet for Determining Disaster Mission Statement Elements

Name of Your Organization:_______________________________________________________

Program Description (“blue sky” mission statement):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Location(s) of Operation (service delivery sites, business office, etc):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Priority Stakeholders (this is the most vulnerable clients/parishioners and support staff
needed to deliver essential functions):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Essential Function(this is the core of your mission that needs to be maintained for the
above stakeholders):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Essential Operating Hours:________________________________________________________

Recovery Timeframe(how long to get essential services back up):________________________

Disaster Mission Statement Worksheet
Formula: In the Event of Risks (such as loss of facilities), we will resume Essential Functions for

Priority Stakeholders within Stated Timeframe.

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix I - Disaster Communications - Development Worksheet
OPEN Model for Continuity of Operations Planning for Community

and Faith Based Organizations

Why Disaster Communications Matters

Disaster Communications is a difficult thing to get right.

Disaster communication happens when typical communication systems are not available, yet
people most need to know accurate information in order to make informed decisions about their
life and safety. Providing clear and brief information is vital as people will be less able to process
incoming information means that they will be able to make choices to the best of their ability.

General Pointers

1. Select a specific audience for your announcement - do not be too broad unless you
choose to create a general public information announcement. If you do so, be prepared
to explain why the general public needed to know that there was a small fire in your
facility.

2. Announcements should have actionable items. Why does the audience care about the
event? How might it impact them? What changes will they need to make in order to
accommodate their usual schedule in the face of these changes?

3. Details should be concise, accurate, and essential to the audience's ability to act upon
the announcement.  Just because you have a data point doesn’t mean that it is essential
- for example, is the wastebasket an essential element of the announcement?

4. Use additional contact if there is more information available, say on the website or from a
government agency.

5. The media platform will dictate the brevity of the messaging - texts that require “click for
more” are often not opened.

6. Accuracy confirmation is a good check, before the message goes out, to confirm that
there are no typos or newly updated information - if the information is changing quickly, it
might be better to wait until the information is stable enough for people to act upon.

7. Expiration Date/Time is useful for planning a new message.
8. Primary Author - committees tend to come up with the information but one author is

useful for readability. It’s also a way to track who is working on what messaging or which
platform.
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Worksheet for Developing Disaster Communications
(General Information)

Name of Your Organization:_______________________________________________________

‘For More Information’ Contact Information:_________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Outreach Vehicles (with login or contact information):
(social media accounts, email accounts, websites, news organizations, government agencies)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Worksheet for Developing Disaster Communications
(Individual Event Development Tool - for each outreach item/update)

Audience (who is the message intended to reach, there may be multiple deliveries of
the same information based on the intended audience - aka clients v. staff):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Actionable Item (what information are you sharing and what is the intended action as
a result of this information?):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Details (what details are required to act of the above information (address, hours of
operation, required documentation, ):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Additional Contact (for this unique communication):

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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Disaster Communication
Media Platform:____________________________________
Accuracy of Information Confirmation:__________________
Expiration Date of Information:________________________
Primary Author:____________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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